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In this paper, E is a real Banach space, A : E** = E** ª E* is a semi-mono-
tone operator. We first study the variational inequality problem: Find u g K, such
  . .that A u, u , ¨ y u G 0, where K ; E** is a closed convex subset; then the
 .operator equation A u, u s p*, and we also construct a degree theory for demi-
continuous semi-monotone operators in reflexive Banach spaces. Q 1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Compactness and monotonicity are two important concepts in nonlinear
functional analysis. They play important roles in studying both ordinary
and partial differential equations, variational inequality problems, fixed
point theories, etc.; see the references. The combination of compactness
w xand accretivity had been used by Browder 3 in studying the so called
w xsemi-accretive operator equations in Banach spaces. See also 7 and the
references therein. In this paper, E is a real Banach space, E* the dual
space of E. To state our problems, we introduce the following:
DEFINITION 1.1. A mapping A: E** = E** ª E* is said to be semi-
monotone if it satisfies
 .  .   .  .a For each u g E**, A u, ? is monotone, i.e., A u, ¨ y A u, w ,
.¨ y w G 0, ;u, ¨ , w g E**.
 .  .b For each fixed ¨ g E**, A ?, ¨ is completely continuous, i.e., if
  .4u ª u in weak* topology of E**, then A u , ¨ has a subsequencej 0 j
 .  .A u , ¨ ª A u , ¨ in norm topology of E*.j 0k
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Let A : E** = E** ª E* be a semi-monotone mapping, and K ; E** a
closed convex set. In the second section, we study the following variational
inequality problem: Find w g K, such that0
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0 0
In Section 3, we study the existence of the following operator equation:
A u , u q f u s 0, u g E**, .  .
where f : E** ª E* is a completely continuous mapping. In the Section 4,
w xby using the results of Browder 5 , we construct a topological degree
theory for demicontinuous semi-monotone operators in reflexive Banach
spaces. In the last section, we give applications of our results to the partial
differential inequality problems and the following divergence form partial
differential equation
N
y D a x , u x , Du s g x , u . .  . . . i i
is1
2. EXISTENCE OF VARIATIONAL
INEQUALITY PROBLEMS
In this section, E is a real Banach space, E* is the dual space of E, and
E** is the dual space of E*. In what follows we always denote by ``© '' the
 .weak* convergence in E**. An operator A : D A ; E** ª E* is said to
 .  .be hemicontinuous at x g D A , if for any y g E**, t g 0, q` with0
  . .  .x q ty g E**, we have A x q ty , z ª Ax , z for all z g E** at0 0 0
t ª 0q.
w x.LEMMA 2.1 6 . Let A : K : E** ª E* be a hemicontinuous monotone
operator, K a con¨ex subset, and x g K a gi¨ en point. Then0
 .Ax , x y x G 0, for all x g K if and only if0 0
 .Ax, x y x G 0, for all x g K.0
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a real Banach space, K ; E** a bounded closed
 .con¨ex subset. A u, ¨ : K = K ª E* an operator satisfying the following
conditions:
 .i A is semi-monotone.
 .  .ii For each u g K, A u, ? : K ª E* is finite dimensional continu-
 .ous, i.e., for any finite dimensional subspace F ; E**, A u, ? : K l F ª E*
is continuous.
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Then there exists w g K, such that0
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0 0
Proof. Let F ; E** be a finite dimensional subspace, such that K sF
F l K / f. For each ¨ g E*, consider the following variational inequality
problem: Find u g K s K l F, such that0 F
A ¨ , u , u y u G 0, ;u g K . 2.1 .  . .0 0 F
 .Since K ; F is bounded closed convex and A ¨ , ? is continuous onF
w xK for each fixed ¨ g K, it follows from Hartman]Stampacchia 13 thatF
 .2.1 has a solution u g K . Now we define a mapping T : K ª K by0 F F F
the following:
T¨ s w N A ¨ , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K , ;¨ g K . 4 . . F F
  . .   . .By Lemma 2.1, A ¨ , w , u y w G 0 if and only if A ¨ , u , u y w G 0
for all u g K .F
Therefore T : K ª K is bounded closed convex, and T is also upperF F
 .semicontinuous by the completely continuity of A ?, u . By the
Kakutani]Ky Fan]Glicksberg fixed point theorem, T has a fixed point
¨ g K , i.e., ¨ g T¨ . So we have0 F 0 0
A ¨ , ¨ , u y ¨ G 0, ;u g K . 2.2 .  . .0 0 0 F
 4Let F s F ; E N F is finite dimensional, and F l K / B .
   . . 4Let W s w g K, such that A w, u , u y w G 0, ;u g K , F g F.F F
 .By 2.2 and Lemma 2.1, we know W is nonempty bounded. Denote byF
U UW the weak*-closure of W in E**. Then W is weak* compact in E**.F F F
U 4For any F g F, i s 1, 2, . . . , N, we know W : lW , so W , F g Fi j F F Fi i i
has finite intersection property. Therefore it follows that
UW / B.F F
FgF
ULet w g F W . We claim that0 F g F F
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0 0
Indeed, for each u g K, let F g F such that u g K , w g K . ThereF 0 F
  . .exist w g W such that w © w . Since A w , u , u y w G 0, j sj F j 0 j j
1, 2, . . . , letting j ª `, we get
A w , u , u y w G 0 . .0 0
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 .by using the completely continuity of A ?, u . By Lemma 2.1, we have
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0 0
This completes the proof.
 .When E is a reflexive Banach space, we know E** s j E , where
 .  .j: E ª E** is the duality mapping defined by jx, f s f , x , for all
x g E, f g E*, which is an isometric mapping, so we may regard E s E**
under an isometry. The following result can be derived as a corollary of
Theorem 2.1.
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a reflexi¨ e Banach space, and K ; E a bounded
closed con¨ex subset. Let A: K = K ª E* be a mapping satisfying
 .i A is semi-monotone.
 .  .ii For each u g K, A u, ? : K ª E* is finite dimensional con-
tinuous.
Then the following ¨ariational inequality
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . .
has a solution w g K.
Next, we consider the variational inequality problem in which K is
unbounded. We have the following result.
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a real Banach space, and K ; E** an un-
bounded closed con¨ex subset with 0 g K. Let A: K = K ª E* be a mapping
satisfying
 .i A is semi-monotone.
 .  .ii For each u g K, A u, ? : K ª E* is finite dimensional con-
tinuous.
 .   . .iii lim A u, u , u ) 0.5 u 5 ª`
Then the following ¨ariational inequality
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . .
has a solution in K.
Proof. Denote by B 0, r the closed ball with radius r in E**. By .
Theorem 2.1, the following problem
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g B 0, r l K .  . .
has a solution w g B 0, r l K. .r
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  . .  .Since 0 g B 0, r l K, we have A w , w , w F 0. By condition iii , . r r r
 .we know w is bounded. So we may assume w © w as r ª `. Byr r g 0, `. r 0
Lemma 2.1, we have
A w , u , u y w G 0, ;w g K . . .r r r
Letting r ª `, we get
A w , u , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . . .0 0 0
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a real reflexi¨ e Banach space, K ; E a un-
bounded closed con¨ex subset with 0 g K. Let A: K = K ª E* be a mapping
satisfying
 .i A is semi-monotone.
 .  .ii For each u g K, A u, ? : K ª E* is finite dimensional con-
tinuous.
 .   . .iii lim A u, u , u ) 0.5 u 5 ª`
Then the following ¨ariational inequality
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g K . .
has a solution in K.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.5. Let E be a real reflexi¨ e Banach space, and K ; E a
 xbounded closed con¨ex subset. Suppose f : E ª y`, q` is a lower semi-
 .continuous con¨ex function with K : D f , A : K = K ª E* is semi-mono-
 .tone, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for each u g K. Then there
exists w g K, such that0
A w , w , u y w q f u y f w G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .0 0 0 0
 .Proof. Let ­ f be the subdifferential of f , ­ f the Yosida approxima-l
tion of ­ f. By Theorem 2.2, there exists u g K, such thatl
A u , u , u y u q ­ f u , u y u G 0, ;u g K . .  . .  .ll l l l l
So we have
A u , u , u y u q f u y f u G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .l l l
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q  .We may assume u © w as l ª 0 otherwise, taking subsequence .l 0
Notice that f is weakly lower semicontinuous on K since f is lower
semicontinuous. Therefore we have
A w , ¨ , ¨ y w q f ¨ y f w G 0, ;¨ g K . .  .  . .0 0 0
 .  .Let ¨ s tw q 1 y t u for u g K, t g 0, 1 , we get0
A w , tw q 1 y t u , 1 y t u y w q tf w .  .  .  . . .0 0 0 0
q 1 y t f u y f w G 0, ;u g K , t g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .0
 .Divided by 1 y t , and let t ª 1 , we gety
A w , w , u y w q f u y f w G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .0 0 0 0
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a real reflexi¨ e Banach space, and K ; E an
 xunbounded closed con¨ex subset with 0 g K. Suppose f : E ª y`, q` is
 .a lower semicontinuous con¨ex function with K : D f , A : K = K ª E* is
 .semi-monotone, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for each u g K.
Assume the following condition holds
lim A u , u q f u ) f 0 . .  .  .5 u 5 ª`
Then there exists w g K, such that0
A w , w , u y w q f u y f w G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .0 0 0 0
Proof. Let B 0, r be the closed ball with radius r in E. By Theorem .
2.5, there exists u g K l B 0, r , such that .r
A u , u , u y u q f u y f u G 0, ;u g K l B 0, r . 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .r r r r
 .   . .  .  .  .Letting u s 0 in 2.3 , we get A u , u , u q f u F f 0 . So u isr r r r r r ) 0
bounded. We may assume u © u as r ª `.r 0
  . .   . .Since A u , u , u y u G A u , u , u y u , letting r ª `, it followsr r r r r
 .from 2.3 that
A u , u , u y u q f u y f u G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .0 0 0
Following the same proof as in Theorem 2.5, we get
A u , u , u y u q f u y f u G 0, ;u g K . .  .  . .0 0 0 0
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3. THE EXISTENCE OF SEMI-MONOTONE
OPERATOR EQUATIONS
In this section, we consider the existence of the operator equation
 .A u, u s g.
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a real Banach space. A: E** = E** ª E* is a
 .semi-monotone operator, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
  . .  .each u g E**. Suppose lim A u, u , u ) 0. Then A u, u s 0 has a5 u 5 ª`
solution in E**.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, there exists a w g E**, such that0
A w , w , u y w G 0, ;u g E**. . .0 0 0
  . .Let u s ¨ q w , we get A w , w , ¨ G 0, ;¨ g E**.0 0 0
 .So A w , w s 0. This completes the proof.0 0
COROLLARY 3.1. Let E be a real Banach space. A : E** = E** ª E* is
 .a semi-monotone mapping, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E**. Suppose the following condition holds
A u , u , u . .
lim s q`.
5 5u
5 5u ª`
 .Then A u, u : E** ª E* is surjecti¨ e.
 .  .Proof. For each p* g E*, let A u, ¨ s A u, ¨ y p*. Then A satis-1 1
 .fies the condition of Theorem 3.1, so A u, u s 0 has a solution in E**,1
 .i.e., A u, u s p* has a solution.
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a real reflexi¨ e Banach space. A : E = E ª E*
 .is a semi-monotone mapping, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E. Suppose the following condition holds
A u , u , u . .
lim s q`.
5 5u
5 5u ª`
 .Then A u, u : E ª E* is surjecti¨ e.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.4.
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be a real Banach space. A : E** = E** ª E* is a
 .semi-monotone mapping, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E**. f : E ª E* is a completely continuous mapping. Suppose the
following condition is satisfied
lim A u , u q f u , u ) 0. .  . .
5 5u ª`
 .  .Then A u, u q f u s 0 has a solution in E.
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Proof. Let F ; E** be a finite dimensional subspace. Consider the
following equation
A u , u q f u s 0 .  .
on F, i.e., we restricted A and f to the subspace F. By assumption, we
have
lim A u , u q f u , u ) 0. .  . .
5 5u ª` , ugF
Since F is finite dimensional, we may assume that F is Hilbert and regard
that A and f maps subspace F to F itself. Indeed, A q f maps F to E*,
so it belongs to F*.
  . .The Brouwer degree deg A q f , B 0, r , 0 s 1 for r sufficiently large,
 .where B 0, r is the open ball with radius r in F. So there exists u g F0
such that
A u , u q f u s 0, in F*. 3.1 .  .  .0 0 0
 .   .  . .Multiplying 3.1 by ¨ y u , we get A u , u q f u , ¨ y u s 0,0 0 0 0 0
;¨ g F.
  . .   . .Since A u , ¨ , ¨ y u G A u , u , ¨ y u , we have0 0 0 0 0
A u , ¨ q f u , ¨ y u G 0, ;¨ g F . 3.2 .  .  . .0 0 0
 4 Denote by F s F ; E** is finite dimensional subspace , and W s u gF
U5 5  .4E**, u F r, and u satisfy 3.2 for F g F. Let W be the weak* closureF
U 4of W in E**. One can easily see that W , F g F has finite intersectionF F
property, so we have
UW / B.F F
FgF
ULet w l F W . For any ¨ g E, take F g F, such that ¨ g F. There0 F g F F
 .exists w g W such that w © w . By 3.2 , we havej F j 0
A w , ¨ q f w , ¨ y w G 0, j s 1, 2, . . . . .  . .j j j
 .  .By the complete continuity of A ?, ¨ and f , we know A w , ¨ ªjk
 .  .  .  4A w , ¨ , f w ª f w as j ª ` for some subsequence j ; therefore0 j 0 k kk
we have
A w , w q tu q f w , u G 0, ;u g E, t ) 0. .  . .0 0 0
Letting t ª 0q, we get
A w , w q f w , u G 0, ;u g E. .  . .0 0 0
 .  .Hence A w , w q f w s 0. This completes the proof.0 0 0
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THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a real Banach space. A : E** = E** ª E* is a
 .semi-monotone mapping, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E**. f : E** ª E* is a completely continuous mapping. Suppose
the following condition is satisfied
A u , u q f u , u .  . .
lim s q`.
5 5u
5 5u ª`
 .  .Then A u, u q f u s p* has a solution in E** for any p* g E*.
 .  .Proof. For any p* g E*, let f u s f u y p*, u g E. Then A, f1 1
 .  .satisfy all the conditions in Theorem 3.3, so A u, u q f u s 0 has a1
 .  .solution in E, i.e., A u, u q f u s p* has a solution in E**.
When E is reflexive, using a similar argument to Theorem 3.3 and
Theorem 3.4, we get the following results.
THEOREM 3.5. Let E be a real reflexi¨ e Banach space. A : E = E ª E*
 .is a semi-monotone mapping, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E. f : E ª E* is a completely continuous mapping. Suppose the
following condition is satisfied
lim A u , u q f u , u ) 0. .  . .
5 5u ª`
 .  .Then A u, u q f u s 0 has a solution in E.
THEOREM 3.6. Let E be a reflexi¨ e Banach space. A : E = E ª E* is a
 .semi-monotone operator, and A u, ? is finite dimensional continuous for
each u g E. f : E ª E* is a completely continuous mapping. Suppose the
following condition is satisfied
A u , u q f u , u .  . .
lim s q`.
5 5u
5 5u ª`
 .  .Then A u, u q f u s p* has a solution in E for any p* g E*.
4. DEGREE THEORY FOR SEMI-MONOTONE
OPERATORS
In this section, E is always a real reflexive Banach space. In the
following, we define a generalized topological degree theory for semi-
monotone operators, which are defined on the weak closure of an open
bounded subset of E.
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Constructing of the degree
wLet V ; E be an open bounded subset, and V the weak closure of V.
J : E ª E* is the duality mapping. We always assume both E and E* are
w wlocally uniform convex. Suppose A : V = V ª E* is semi-monotone,
 .and Gu s A u, u is demicontinuous, i.e., if u ª u then Gu © Gu .j 0 j 0
Suppose also 0 f G ­ V , then it is easy to see that there exists an e ) 0, . 0
w x .such that 0 f G q e J ­ V .
LEMMA 4.1. If A is semi-monotone, and G is demicontinuous, then
 .  .A u, u q e Ju : V ª E* is a demicontinuous operator of class S .q
  . .Proof. Suppose u © u , and lim sup A u , u q e Ju , u y uj 0 jª` j j j j 0
F 0.
  .  . .   .Since A u , u y A u , u , u y u G 0, and lim A u , u ,j j j 0 j 0 jª` j 0
.  .u y u s 0 by complete continuity of A ?, u , it follows thatj 0 0
lim inf A u , u , u y u G 0. . .j j j 0
jª`
 .Therefore we have lim sup Ju , u y u F 0.jª` j j 0
 .J is an operator of class S , so we have u ª u and Ju ª Ju ,q j 0 j 0
 .  .A u , u © A u , u . Therefore A q e J is a demicontinuous operator ofj j 0 0
 .class S .q
By the above argument and Lemma 4.1, if 0 f A ­ V , ­ V , there exists .
 . .e ) 0 such that 0 f A q e J ­ V , and A q e J is a demicontinuous0
 . w x  .operator of class S . By 5 , the topological degree deg A q e J, V, 0q
 . is well defined for e g 0, e . One can easily show that A q te J q0 1
 . 4  .  .1 y t e J is a homotopy of class S , so deg A q e J, V, 0 does2 t gw0, 1x q
 .not depend on e g 0, e . Now we define a generalized topological degree0
 .  .qDeg A, V, 0 s lim deg A q e J, V, 0 .e ª 0
THEOREM 4.1. The generalized topological degree defined abo¨e has the
following properties:
 .   . .  .a If Deg A, B 0, r , 0 / 0, then A u, u s 0 has a solution in
 .  .  5 5 4B 0, r , where B 0, r s u g E : u - r .
 .b Let A and A be two semi-monotone operators such that if1 2
w x  .  .  .u ª u and t ª t g 0, 1 , then t A u , u q 1 y t A u , u ©j 0 j 0 j 1 j j j 2 j j
 .  .  .t A u , u q 1 y t A u , u . Suppose0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 f tA q 1 y t A ­ V . .  .D 1 2
w xtg 0, 1
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Then
Deg A , V , 0 s Deg A , V , 0 . .  .1 2
 .c Let V , V be two open disjoint subsets of V. Suppose that1 2
0 f A V y V j V , V y V j V . .  . .1 2 1 2
Then
Deg A , V , 0 s Deg A , V , 0 q Deg A , V , 0 . .  .  .1 2
 .  .  .d Deg J, V, 0 s deg J, V, 0 .
 .   . .   . .Proof. a : If Deg A, B 0, r , 0 / 0, then deg A q e J, B 0, r , 0 / 0
 .for e g 0, e and some constant e ) 0.0 0
w x  .  .It follows from 5 that A u, u q e Ju s 0 has a solution u g B 0, re
 .for e g 0, e .0
q 5 5 5 5qLetting e ª 0 , we may assume u © u . Since u F lim u , wee 0 0 e ª 0 e
 .  .must have u g B 0, r . Otherwise, u g ­ B 0, r . By the locally uniform0 0
 .  .convexity of E, we get u ª u , so we have A u , u ª A u , u s 0, ae 0 e e 0 0
contradiction to 0 f A ­ B 0, r , ­ B 0, r . .  . .
  . .Since A u , u q e Ju , ¨ y u G 0, therefore we havee e e e
A u , ¨ q e J¨ , ¨ y u G 0, ;¨ g B 0, r . .  . .e e
Letting e ª 0q, we get
A u , ¨ , ¨ y u G 0, ;¨ g B 0, r . 4.1 .  .  . .0 0
 .For any u g E, u q tu g B 0, r for sufficiently small t ) 0, it follows0
 .from 4.1 that
A u , u q tu , u G 0, for sufficiently small t ) 0. . .0 0
  . .  .Hence we have A u , u , u G 0, ;u g E. Therefore, we have A u , u0 0 0 0
s 0.
 .b : It is easy to see that there exists an e ) 0, such that0
0 f tA q 1 y t A q e J ­ V , ;e g 0, e . .  .  .D 1 2 0
w xtg 0, 1
One can follow the same proof as in Lemma 4.1 to check that tA q1
 . 4  .1 y t A q e J is a homotopy of class S .2 t gw0, 1x q
w x  .  .By 5 , we have deg A q e J, V, 0 s deg A q e J, V, 0 for all e g1 2
 .0, e . Hence0
Deg A , V , 0 s Deg A , V , 0 . .  .1 2
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 . w xc : It is a direct consequence of 5 .
 .  . .  .d : It is obvious that deg 1 q e J, V, 0 s deg J, V, 0 , so the conclu-
sion is true.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A : B 0, r = B 0, r ª E* be a semi-monotone .  .
 .   . .operator. Suppose Gu s A u, u is demicontinuous, and A u, u , u G 0,
 .;u g ­ B 0, r .
 .  .Then A u, u s 0 has a solution in B 0, r .
X  .  .Proof. Let A u, ¨ s A u, ¨ q e Ju, u, ¨ g B 0, r for any given e ) .e
X  . X  .0. Then A is semi-monotone, and G9 u, u s A u, u is demicontinuous.e e
XOne can easily see that 0 f D tA q 1 y t J ­ B 0, r . By .  . .t gw0, 1x e
 .  .Theorem 4.1, b and d , we have
Deg AX , B 0, r , 0 s Deg J , B 0, r , 0 s 1. .  . . .e
 . X  .  .So by a of Theorem 4.1, A u, u s 0 has a solution u in B 0, r , i.e.,e e
 . qA u , u q e Ju s 0. We may assume u © u as e ª 0 . If u ge e e e 0 0
 .  .  .­ B 0, r , then u ª u , so A u , u ª 0 s A u , u . Otherwise, u ge 0 e e 0 0 0
 .  .B 0, r . Then following the same argument as in a of Theorem 4.1, we get
 .A u , u s 0. This completes the proof.0 0
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we give applications of our results to variational inequal-
ity equations and partial differential equations.
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let V ; R N be an open bounded domain with smooth
 . N Nboundary. Let a x, y, z : R = R = R ª R be continuous functions,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , N, satisfying the following conditions
 . <  . < < < < <  .1 a x, y, z F b y q c z q g x , where b , c ) 0 are constants,i i i i i i
 . 2 .g x g L V , i s 1, 2, . . . .i
 . N w  .  .x .2  a x, y, w y a x, y, z w y z G 0, where y g R, x, w,i i i i i
N  .  .z g R , w s w , w , . . . , w , z s z , z , . . . , z .1 2 N 1 2 N
 . N  . < < 2 N3  a x, y, w w G a w y b , where y g R, x, w g R , w si i i
 .w , w , . . . , w , a ) 0, b ) 0 are constants.1 2 N
 .  1, 2 .  .Let c x be a measurable function on V. K s ¨ g W V N ¨ x G0
 . 4 1, 2 .  xc x , a.e. x g V , where W V is the Sobolev space. Let j : R ª 0, q`0
be a lower semicontinuous convex function. Then we have:
 . 1 .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that K is nonempty. Assume j u g L V for all
 .  .  . y1, 2 .u g K, and 1 , 2 , 3 holds. Then for f g W V , there exists a u g K,0
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such that
N
a x , u x , Du x D ¨ x q j u x y j u x dx .  .  .  .  . . .  . H Hi 0 0 i 0
V Vis1
G f , ¨ y u x , ;¨ g K , . .0
y1, 2 . 1, 2 .where W V is the dual space of W V .0
1, 2 . 1, 2 . y1, 2 .Proof. Let A : W V = W V ª W V be defined by0 0
N
A u , ¨ , w s a x , u x , D¨ x D w x dx , .  .  .  . .  .H i i
V is1
;u , ¨ , w g W 1, 2 V . .0
 .By assumption 1 , we know
N
< < < < < <A u , ¨ , w F b u q c D ¨ q g x D w dx .  . . H i i i i i
V is1
5 5 5 5 5 5 1, 2F B u q C ¨ q C w , ;u , ¨ , w g W V , . .0 0
5 5 1, 2 .  .where ? is the norm in W V , B, C, C ) 0 are constants. So A u, ?0 0
1, 2 .  .   .is continuous for each u g W V . It follows from 2 that A u, ¨ y0
 . . 1, 2 .A u, w , ¨ y w G 0, ;u, ¨ , w g W V .0
1, 2 . 2 .  .Since W V is compactly embedded in L V , we have that A ?, ¨ is0
1, 2 .completely continuous for each ¨ g W V . Therefore, A is semi-mono-0
 .tone. Moreover, 3 implies that
5 5 2 1, 2A u , u , u G a Du y c , ;u g W V , C ) 0 a constant. .  . . 0 0 0
It is well known that
H j u x dx , if j u g L1 V , .  .  . .VGu s  q`, otherwise.
w xis a lower semicontinuous convex function. See 2 . Moreover, there exist
y1, 2 .  . 1, 2 .f 9 g W V and a ) 0 such that Gu G f 9, u y a for all u g W V .0
w xSee 9 . So we have
lim inf A u , u , u q Gu y f , u ) G0. .  . .
5 5u ª`
By Theorem 2.6, we know that the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is true.
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 . 1, 2 .EXAMPLE 5.2. We consider a special case: V s 0, 1 . Let A : W 0, 10
1, 2 . y1, 2 .= W 0, 1 ª W 0, 1 be defined by0
1 d¨ dw1
A u , ¨ , w s dx . . H 1r22 dx dx0 1 q u x . .
  .  . .  .It is easy to see that A u, ¨ y A u, w , ¨ y w G 0 and A ?, ¨ is com-
<  . < 5 5 w xpletely continuous for each fixed ¨ . Since u x F u9 for x g 0, 1 , and
1, 2 .u g W 0, 1 , we have0
2’ 5 5 5 5 5 5A u , u y f , u G 1 q u9 y 1 y f u9 . . .
5 5Assume that f - 1. By Theorem 2.4, we know there exists u g0
1, 2 .  .W 0, 1 , such that u x G 0, a.e. x g V, and0 0
1 du d u y ¨ .1 0 0y f dx G 0,H 1r22 dx dx0 1 q u x . .0
;¨ g W 1, 2 0, 1 , ¨ x G 0, a.e. x g 0, 1 . .  .  .0
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let V ; R N be an open bounded domain with smooth
 . N Nboundary. Let a x, y, z : R = R = R ª R be continuous functions,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , N, satisfying the following conditions
 . <  . < < < py1 < < py1  .1 a x, y, z F b y q c z q g x , where b , c ) 0 arei i i i i i
 . q .constants, g x g L V , i s 1, 2, . . . , N, p ) 1, and 1rp q 1rq s 1.i
 . N w  .  .x .2  a x, y, w y a x, y, z w y z G 0, where y g R, x, w,is1 i i i i
N  .  .z g R , w s w , w , . . . , w , z s z , z , . . . , z .1 2 N 1 2 N
 . N <  . <Let f x, y : R = R ª R be a Caratheodory function such that f x, y
< < py1  . q .F L y q g x , where g g L V . We consider the following partial
differential equation
yN D a x , u , Du s f x , u , ; x g V . .  .is1 i i E5.1 . u x s 0, if x g V . .
1, p .  .We say u g W V is a distribution solution of E5.1 if it satisfies0
N
1, pa x , u , Du D ¨ dx s f x , u ¨ dx , ;¨ g W V . .  .  .H Hi i 0
V Vi
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 .  .THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that 1 and 2 hold and the following condition
is satisfied
N
p< <a x , u , Du D u y f x , u u x dx G a Du dx y c, .  .  .H Hi i
V Vi
u g W 1, p V . .0
 .Then E5.1 has a distribution solution.
1, p . 1, p . y1, q .Proof. Let A : W V = W V ª W V be defined by0 0
N
A u , ¨ , w s a x , u x , D¨ x D w x dx , .  .  .  . .  .H i i
V is1
;u , ¨ , w g W 1, p V . .0
 .  .By condition 1 , we know A is well defined, and A u, ? is continuous for
1, p .  .each u g W V . Condition 2 and compact embedding theorem of0
1, p . p .W V into L V implies that A is semi-monotone.0
 . 1, p .By the assumption and Theorem 3.6, E5.1 has a solution in W V .0
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